Education update April-Aug 2018
CRL has employed three new staff members from September 1st; Karen Bennett, Erin Dixon and Katie
Musgrove. Karen will specifically be working on the eastern Northern patch, Erin will be working across the
CRL patch with a focus on South Fylde, and Katie has been employed part-time for CRL’s Railway Confidence
Programme delivery and development.
These staff members have been funded by Northern and through seedcorn, and we are excited to see how
they develop their roles.
We intend to develop an Accrington station project as an education team, both as an initial team project, but
also to enhance the station and address some of the antisocial behaviour issues in the area.
The four year plan for CRL’s education team will be updated to reflect the new staff, and to include
development of key projects including secondary school engagement and further work with apprentices, as
well as the Railway Confidence Programmes.
Education Network – The Education Network recently undertook the first phone conference meeting,
under the new meeting structure agreed by the group.
A range of education updates were given by the CRPs and groups in the call, with the main focus being a
discussion around the ‘Developing Youth Engagement’ strategy, aiming to understand how ACoRP can support
community rail groups in education. The note for this meeting is attached.
The group also agreed that a training session with an experienced teacher or headteacher would be ideal for
the next session, which is planned for the 16th of October.
‘Twin Tracks’ - Funded by DCRDF, CRL, Aviva - A project to
promote European unity at Burscough Junction, involving
Burscough St John’s RC Primary and Sechseckschule School in
Erkrath, Germany.
The Lancashire probation service has cleared the disused platform
and relevant land at Burscough Junction. Planting at Burscough
Junction including in new planters has been carried out by the
students, and the artwork has been produced and installed. The
launch event took place on June 29th.
‘Railway Confidence Programme’, ‘Railway Confidence Employment Experience’ and school
engagement – A large number of schools have been engaged since April 2018, with summer as the busiest
time for CRL. All continue to be extremely popular projects. Due to the emergency timetables, a number of
schools have been moved or rearranged, but there are still a number of schools engaged to participate.
Development of education programmes has continued, with new ideas and contacts being generated through
attendance and participation at the Naidex show in Birmingham, dedicated to enhancing the lifestyles of people
with disabilities and additional needs, and the Autism Show in London, as well as the very engaging ACoRP
volunteering and social inclusion training day.
CRL was also invited to take part in the WIN Manchester conference by WiCR and Amazing Women by Rail,
where they promoted both the group, the fantastic guide, and Women Who Wander.
The National Autistic Society has also taken a keen interest in the RCPs, and following several meetings are
putting CRL in contact with their 17 North-based boards for programme development and participation, and
have also offered to promote the programmes through their teacher newsletter, and through social media in
the future.
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CRL would particularly like to thank Angela Burke and Vicky Cropper for their dedication to the Railway
Confidence Employment Experience.
Stand Clear of the Closet Doors! – CRL has been successful in applying for £4,950 of Northern seedcorn
funding for the ‘Stand Clear of the Closet Doors!’ project. Confident and safe use of public transport is a right
that must be available to all people within our communities. In Europe and the USA, studies have found that
LGBT+ people fear for their safety on public transport. In a 2012 European Union survey 50% of LGBT+
people said they avoid certain places or locations, and among the places they listed as most unsafe to be open
about their sexual orientations was "public transport" (Marketing the Rainbow). Facilitating the sharing of ideas
from all people within society, physical presence of LGBT+ people through projects and visual representation
is vital to make it clear that all people have a place safely and confidently using public transport.
This visual representation not only serves to assist with diversity and inclusion efforts within confident use of
public transport, but also ensures that recruitment and employment can become progressively more inclusive.
In partnership with the Proud Trust, which is a local, Manchester-based life saving and life enhancing
organisation that helps young people empower themselves to make a positive change for themselves and their
communities, Community Rail Lancashire has enabled some of this necessary representation through an art
project named ‘Stand Clear of the Closet Door’ with the tagline ‘Enjoy days out by rail!’
The project was delivered over the Summer holidays in July and August, and launches on the 23rd of August at
the ‘Rainbow Playground’ event, with two more launch events on the 24th of August in Manchester Victoria
and the 25th of August at Manchester Pride. It follows the current Proud Trust yearly theme of geography, with
an LGBT+ ‘travel map’,
connecting and displaying
LGBT+ people, places and
events through use of the
rail network. This involves
physical artwork and a
publication guiding rail users
through this inclusive and
educating network with a
usage guide, along with key
information about the
featured LGBT+ people and
events. The key map
artwork will be displayed in
Manchester Victoria in the
waiting shelter on platforms 4/5.

TransPennine Express Apprentices – Following on from the success of their Virgin and Northern
apprentices programmes, CRL has confirmed with TPE that their apprentice group will be taking part in the
community rail apprentice programme, formally beginning in October 2018 on a bimonthly basis. This will
include 7 apprentices, who are undertaking a 2 year apprenticeship and will be in their second year.
Dewsbury was chosen as the station for this project as it has a need to engage with some young people who
are engaging in antisocial behaviour at the station. Dewsbury also has staff who are keen for wider engagement
and would be able to assist.
The apprentices came over to CRL to meet with members of the team in July and saw some of our wider
work, as well as visiting Dewsbury to talk to staff and to conduct public surveys. They have also been engaging
in some informal peer mentoring with the current Northern apprentices.
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Changing Stations - Community Rail Lancashire, Merseyrail and Merseytravel were proud to support the
performance of ‘Changing Stations’ at Liverpool Central station on Wednesday 11th July 2018.
The young dancers from Kirkby High School had been hard at work for
months developing a spectacular
dance, and dazzled us with their
creative and polished performance.
The dance represents the journey
of life through the stages of growth,
as related to a journey taken by
rail. We are extremely pleased to
have collaborated on this project,
and are sure we will see many of
these young people performing in the years to come! The video of this
performance is available to view at www.crl.org.uk under ‘news’.
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